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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let G be a finite group. Let d G denote the least n g N such that G
Ž .is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group S . The number d Gn
Ž . Ž . < <is called the degree of G. By Cayley's Theorem, d G exists and d G F G .
Ž . Ž .Clearly, A F G implies d A F d G and
d A = B F d A q d B . )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ŽU .  4 w xThe strong inequality in is possible even if A, B ) 1 Ly1, Ly2 .
Indeed, If A is a Frobenius group of order 80 and B is of order 2, then
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .d A = B s d A s 10. The second equality is obvious see iv , below .
Note that G s A = B , C wr C , where C is the cyclic group of order2 5 m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m, and so d A = B F 10 s d A - 12 s d A q d B , as claimed.
In what follows we shall assume, if necessary, that G is a subgroup of
S .d ŽG.
Ž .For G abelian, we will prove that d G s t , where t is the sum ofG G
Ž wprimary invariants of G this result is known; see MBD, Exercise 38.2; P;
x.Z . To this end, we use the following fact: If A is a maximal abelian
Ž . Ž . ŽU .subgroup of H = ??? = H , then A s A l H = ??? = A l H . By ,1 s 1 s
Ž .d G F t . Assume that G is a maximal abelian subgroup of S . If G isG d ŽG.
< < Ž .transitive, it follows from G s d G F t that G is primary cyclic or ofG
Ž .type 2, 2 . If G is intransitive and has orbits of lengths n , . . . , n , n1 s 1
Ž .q ??? qn s d G , then G is a maximal abelian subgroup of S = ??? = S .s n n1 s
Ž . Ž .It follows that G s S l G = ??? = S l G and S l G is transitiven n n1 s j
Ž . < <of degree n so d S l G s S l G , j s 1, . . . , s, proving the claimj n nj j
in the case considered since S l G is primary cyclic or abelian of typen j
Ž .2, 2 , all j. Now assume that G - H, where H is a maximal abelian
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Ž .subgroup of S . Then t ) t . By what has just been proved, t G d Gd ŽG. H G G
Ž .s d H s t ) t , a contradiction. This argument also shows that, in theH G
case under consideration, the support of G is the disjoint union of
Ž .supports of primary cyclic or of type 2, 2 direct factors of G.
 4Remark 1. Let G s H = ??? = H , all H ) 1 . If B F H are abelian1 s i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž . s Ž .and d B s d H for all i, then d G G Ý d B s Ý d H , by thei i is1 i is1 i
ŽU . Ž . s Ž .result of the previous paragraph, and so by , d G s Ý d H . Sinceis1 i
Ž . Ž . ŽS has an abelian subgroup A such that d A s n s d S indeed if p isn n
a prime divisor of n, then S has an elementary subgroup of order pn r pn
. Ž .and degree n , we get d S = ??? = S s n q ??? qn for natural num-n n 1 k1 k
bers n , . . . , n ) 1.1 k
Ž .  < < < 4  4 Ž .  4Write i G s min G : H H F G if G ) 1 and i G s 1 if G s 1 ;
this number is called the index of G. It is easy to show that 4 is the only
Ž .natural number that is not equal to the index of a group. The number i G
Ž w x.is known for all simple groups G see, for example, PZ, CCNPW , and in
what follows we will use this information. It is easy to show that if the
Ž .function i ) is monotone then G has very special structure: either G is a
Ž . Ž Ž .np-group or G s C ? Q is a Frobenius group, Q g Syl G p ) q if i )p q
. Ždescends and p - q if it grows . This follows from Frobenius' Normal
.p-Complement Theorem.
In the first extreme case we have the following basic
 4 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. A group G ) 1 is simple if and only if d G s i G .
In the sequel the following simple remarks are useful.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If R is normal in G, then i GrR G i G . If H - G and
< < Ž .G : H s i G , then H is maximal in G.
Ž . ² :ii Let R - G. If A is a subgroup of G minimal such that A, R
Ž . Ž .s G, then A l R F F A , where F A is the Frattini subgroup of A.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If R F F G and R is normal in G, then i GrR s i G .
Ž . Ž . < <iv If G has only one minimal normal subgroup, then d G s G : K
 4 y1for some K - G with K s 1 , where K s F x Kx is the core ofG G x g G
K in G.
Ž . Ž .If H , . . . , H F G, then, obviously, H l ??? l H s H l ??? l1 k 1 k G 1 G
Ž .H .k G
Ž .  4 Ž . k < <v If G ) 1 , then d G s Ý G : H , where H - G are suchis1 i i
Ž .  4that H l ??? l H s 1 . Next, G has no subgroups F , . . . , F such1 k G 1 s
Ž .  4 s < < Ž .that F l ??? l F s 1 and Ý G : F - d G .1 s G is1 i
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Ž . Ž .We omit the easy proofs of assertions i ] v .
Ž . Ž .Obviously, k in v does not exceed s, where Sc G , the socle of G, is a
Ž Ž .direct product of s minimal normal subgroups of G Sc G s G for
 4 .G ) 1 if and only if G is a direct product of simple groups . Indeed,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H l Sc G ) H l H l Sc G ) ??? .1 G 1 2 G
Ž . < <In the second extreme case, when i G s G , G is one of the following
w x n Ž .ngroups S : the cyclic group C of order p where p is a prime , thep
four-group, or the generalized quaternion group Q n of order 2 n.2
2 ny1 Ž . nn nIf G s Q )Q is the central product of order 2 , then d G s 22 2
Ž . Ž .n n ns d Q . Indeed, let H ( Q be a regular subgroup of S . Then2 2 2
Ž . Ž . nC H ( H and G ( H)C H , as a subgroup of S , has degree atS S 2n n2 2
n n Ž . Ž . n Ž . nmost 2 , and we get 2 G d G G d H s 2 and hence d G s 2 .
Ž . w x  4vi Compare to J, Ly1, Ly2 . Let G s A = B, where A, B ) 1
Ž < < < <. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . k < <and A , B s 1. Then d G s d A q d B and, if d G s Ý G : His1 i
Ž .  4 < < < < < <with H l ??? l H s 1 , then G : H divides A or B , i s 1, . . . , k.1 k G i
Indeed, H s A = B , where A s A l H , B s B l H , all i. Supposei i i i i i i
that
A , . . . , A s A , B , . . . , B s B ,1 r rq1 rqs
 4A / A , i ) r , B / B , j f r q 1, . . . , r q s .i j
Ž k .  4 Ž r . Ž k .Clearly, F A s 1 s F B l F B . Therefore,isrq1 i A is1 i B isrqsq1 i B
k r k
< < < < < <d A F A : A , d B F B : B q B : B ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i j
isrq1 is1 jsrqsq1
k
< <d G s G : HŽ . Ý i
is1
rqs r k
< < < < < < < <s A : A q B : B q A : A ? B : B .Ý Ý Ýi i i i
isrq1 js1 isrqsq1
< < < < < < < < < <If i ) r q s, then A : A ? B : B ) A : A q B : B , since A : A ) 1i i i i i
< < ŽU .and B : B ) 1 are coprime. It follows from the displayed formula andi
Ž . Ž . Ž .that r q s s k, and so d G s d A q d B . This also shows that the
< Ž . <second assertion is true. It follows from this reasoning that supp A s
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .d A and supp B s d B .
Ž . < < Ž .Let p G be the set of prime divisors of G . It follows from vi that
Ž Ž .. Ž .p C G : p G .Sd ŽG .
Ž . < < Ž .vii If H - G and G : H - 2i G , then H is maximal in G. The
< < Ž . < <same is true if G : H s 2i G q 1. Indeed, if H - M F G, then G : M
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Ž .- i G so M s G, proving the first assertion.
EXAMPLE. Let G be an extraspecial group of order p1q2 m, p ) 2,
Ž . Ž .m ) 1, and exp G s p. Then d G is the index of some subgroup H of G
 4 Ž . Xsuch that H s 1 , by iv . Since G g H, H is abelian. It is known thatG
every maximal abelian subgroup of G is elementary of order pmq 1 and
X Ž . < < mq 1 Žcontains G . It follows that d G s G : H s p . Then G s E) E the1
.central product with amalgamated centers , where E is extraspecial of
2 my1 3 Žorder p and E is nonabelian of order p . It is known that G ( E =1
. Ž .E rZ for some subgroup Z of Z E = E of order p. We have1 1
d E = E F d E q d E s pm q p2 - pmq 1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
s d G s d E = E rZ ,Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .i.e., the inequality d W - d WrN is possible.
Proof of Theorem 1. The first proof. Let H be the stabilizer of a point in
Ž .G, R a minimal normal subgroup of G. Assume that R - G. By i , H is
 4maximal in G so G s HR since H s 1 . Let A be a subgroup of HG
Ž . Ž .minimal such that AR s G. Then A l R F F A , by ii , and ArA l R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .( GrR. By iii and i , i A s i ArA l R s i GrR G i G s d G .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since d A F d H - d G s i G F i A , we get a contradiction.
w xThe second proof I1 . It suffices to show that if H is a subgroup of
Ž .  4 Ž Ž ..index i G in G and H s 1 , then G is simple see v . Suppose thatG
 4 < <1 - N is normal in G. Then N is not contained in H and so G : NH -
< <G : H , and thus NH s G. Now let U be a subgroup of H minimal such
 4 gthat NU s G; U ) 1 since N - G. Then U g H for some g g G. Write
V s U l H g - U. We have
< < < < < <N U N l V
< < < < < < < <G : NV s NU : NV s F U : V - G : H ,
< < < < < <N l U N V
< g < < g < < < Ž .since UH F HH - G the last inequality is due to Ore . By the
choice of H it follows that NV s G, contrary to the choice of U, and we
are done.
Ž .In particular, if H is a subgroup of a solvable group G of index i G , it
Ž .is normal in G and i G is a prime.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Ž .In the proof of Lemma 2 a , we will use the following consequence of
the classification of finite simple groups: if S is a nonabelian simple group,
Ž .2 < <then i S F S .
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Let A ? B denote a semidirect product of A and B with normal
subgroup B.
LEMMA 2. Let G s F = ??? = F , where F , . . . , F are simple.1 n 1 n
Ž .  4 < < n Ž .a If H - G is such that H s 1 , then G : H G Ł i F .G js1 j
Ž . w x Ž . n Ž .b Lih, Ly1, Ly2 d G s Ý i F . Moreo¤er, if G g S andjs1 j d ŽG.
Ž . w s Ž .xF , . . . , F are all factors of order 2, then supp G s D supp F jsq1 n js1 j
Ž .supp F = ??? = F is a partition.sq1 n
Proof. We will use induction on n. The lemma is true for n s 1; so let
n ) 1.
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .a We have Z G l H F H s 1 . Set D s HF ( F = ??? =G 1 G 1
F , where k G 1. Obviously, HF s HD and D s G if and only if HF s G.k 1 1
< < n Ž .By induction, GrD : HF rD G Ł i F ; this inequality is also true1 jskq1 j
for k s n, i.e., for HF s G, if we suppose that the empty product equals1
Ž .  41. We have H l D F H s 1 since normal subgroups of D areD G
normal in G.
Ž .  4Assume that D - G. Then, since D l H s 1 , we have, by induc-D
tion,
n
< < < < < < < < < <G : H s HF : H ? G : HF s D : D l H ? GrD : HF rD G i F ,Ž .Ł1 1 1 j
js1
as required.
Let D s G. Since F was an arbitrary simple direct factor of G, we also1
Ž .  4 Žmay assume that HF s G, all j. It follows that Z G s 1 otherwise, Hj
. Žis normal in G , i.e., F , . . . , F are nonabelian. It follows from N H l1 n G
Ž .. Ž .  4F = ??? = F G HF s G that H l F = ??? = F s 1 , and so H is2 n 1 2 n
isomorphic to F . Similarly, H ( F , all j. It follows from G s H ? F for all1 j i
Ži that G s F = F , F and F are isomorphic. We have by the remark1 2 1 2
. < < < < Ž .2 Ž . Ž .preceding the lemma G : H s F G i F s i F i F , and this com-1 1 1 2
Ž .pletes the proof of a . Obviously, the inequality obtained is best possible.
Ž . Ž . n Ž . ŽU .b Since d G F Ý i F , by , it remains to prove the reversejs1 i
< < Ž . Ž .inequality. Let G F S , where V s d G . By Lemma 2 a , G is notV
Ž .2transitive, unless G ( E by assumption, n ) 1 . Then G F W s S =2 V 1
S , where V , V are non-one-element subsets of V such that V j VV 1 2 1 22
 4s V is a partition. Assume that G l S s 1 . Then G is isomorphic to aV 1
Ž . < < < < Ž .subgroup of S , and so d G F V - V s d G , a contradiction. LetV 22
ŽG l S s G ( F = ??? = F it is possible, that some abelian directV r 1 r1
factors F , . . . , F are not contained in G but this does not affect our1 r r
.argument, in view of the Remak]Schmidt Theorem ; we know that G is ar
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. r Ž . < <direct factor of G since G is normal in G . Then Ý i F F V . Sincer js1 j 1
GrG ( F = ??? = F is isomorphic to a subgroup of S , it follows thatr rq1 n V 2
k Ž . < <Ý i F F V . Sincejsrq1 j 2
r k n
< < < < < <i F q i F F V q V s V s d G F i F ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j 1 2 j
js1 jsrq1 js1
ŽU .by , we get that the above non-strict inequalities are equalities. It
Ž . n Ž .follows that d G s Ý i F , as required. In the same time, this reason-js1 j
Ž . Ž .ing shows that G s G l S = G l S . So, if F , . . . , F are allV V sq1 n1 2
factors of order 2, then by induction we obtain a partition V s
sw Ž .x Ž w x.D supp F j supp F = ??? = F ; see also I2 .js1 j sq1 n
Ž .It is possible to give the proof of Lemma 2 b , independent of Lemma
Ž .2 a .
Ž .  < < <  44 Ž .Set d G s min G : H H F G, H s 1 . Obviously, d G is thet G t
minimal degree of transitive representation of G by permutations, the
Ž . < <transiti¤e degree of G. It is clear that d G s G if and only if allt
Žsubgroups of prime orders are normal in G in that case, all subgroups of
X Ž X.prime orders in G are contained in Z G ; it follows from Frobenius'
Normal p-Complement Theorem that then G is p-nilpotent for all odd p;
w x.see also I2 .
It is easy to prove that
d F = H F d F ? d H . ))Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t
Let G s F = ??? = F = A, where F , . . . , F are nonabelian simple1 n 1 n
 4 < <groups and A is abelian, let H - G be such that H s 1 . Then G : HG
< < Ž .  4s A ? d F , where F s F = ??? = F . Indeed, H l A s 1 andt 1 n
Ž .  4 Ž . ŽUU . < <HArA s 1 . Therefore, by Lemma 2 a and , G : H sG r A
< < < < < < Ž . Ž .A ? GrA : HrA G A ? d F , as claimed. It follows that d G st t
< < n Ž .AŁ d F . Similarly, one can prove thatis1 t i
d G s d F = ??? = F q d A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
supp G s supp F = ??? = F j supp A ,Ž . Ž . Ž ..1 n
where the last union is a partition. It follows from this result and the result
of the second paragraph of Section 1 that, if G is as above, then
Ž .C G F G.Sd ŽG .
 4  4Let G s A = B, A ) 1 , B ) 1 , and let H be a maximal subgroup of
 4G. If H s 1 , then A, B, H are isomorphic nonabelian simple groups.G
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. a If 1 - R is normal in G, R F F G , then d G G p ?
Ž . < <i G , where p is the least prime di¤isor of R .
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Ž .b Suppose that R is a minimal normal p-subgroup of G and R is not a
Ž . Ž .direct factor of G. Then d G G 2 ? i GrR whene¤er one of the following
Ž . Žconditions holds: 1 G does not split o¤er R moreo¤er, in that case
Ž . Ž .. Ž . X Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..d G G p ? i G ; 2 p ) 2 and G g C R then also d G ) 2i GrR .G
Ž . Ž .Proof. a By v , there exists K s H - G such that R g K andi
< < Ž . Ž . < < < <G : K F d G . Since KR F K F G - G, we get G : KR s GrR : KRrR
Ž . Ž . Ž .G i GrR s i G , so by iii ,
< < < < < <d G G G : K s G : KR ? KR : K ) p ? i GrR s p ? i G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < < Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .since KR : K s R : K l R G p. Note that i GrR s i G , by i .
Ž . Ž .b Suppose that G does not split over R. Then R F F G , and so,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by iii , i G s i GrR . By a , d G G p ? i GrR G 2 ? i G . In the sequel
< < nwe will assume that G splits over R. Let R s p , p ) 2, and G s A ? R,
 4 Ž .where A l R s 1 . By assumption, GrC R is not abelian so n ) 1.G
Ž . Ž . k < < Ž .  4Let, as in v , d G s Ý G : H , where H l . . . H s 1 . We mayis1 i 1 k G
 4assume that R g H . Suppose that H R s G. Then H l R s 1 since R1 1 1
Ž . < < nis a minimal normal subgroup of G, and so d G G G : H s p . Suppose1
< < < < < < Ž .that H R - G. Then G : H s G : H R ? H R : H G p ? i G , and in1 1 1 1 1
Ž .this case we are done. Hence, to prove b we may assume that G s H ? R1
Ž . n Žand d G G p . Let Z be a subgroup of prime order in R Z is not
. Ž n . Ž .normal in G since n ) 1 . It is known that R has t s p y 1 r p y 1
Ž . < Ž . <subgroups of order p. Obviously, i G F G : N Z F t. We haveG
Ž . Ž . n nŽ . Ž n . Žd G ri G G p rt s p p y 1 r p y 1 ) 2, since p ) 2 note that in
Ž . Ž ..the case under consideration, i G s i GrR , and we are done.
Let C , D , E n be the cyclic group of order n, the dihedral group ofn 2 n p
order 2n, and the elementary group of order pn, respectively.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4. If G is a group such that d G s i G q 1, then one of the
following holds:
Ž .a G ( S .3
Ž . nnb G s C ? E is a Frobenius group, 2 s p q 1.p 2
Ž .c G s S ? E, where S is a nonabelian simple group, E a minimal
n Ž . Ž . < <normal elementary subgroup of G of order 2 , C E s E, d G s E ,G
Ž . Ž . n Ž a .i G s i S s 2 y 1 i.e., E is a conjugacy class of G .
Ž . Ž Ž .Proof. We may assume that i G ) 2 otherwise, d G s 3 and G (
.S . By Theorem 1, G is not simple. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup3
of G, H the stabilizer of a point in G and A a subgroup of H minimal
Ž Ž .  4such that G s AR since H is maximal in G, by vii , and H s 1 , itG
. Ž .follows that G s HR . Then A l R F F A and
d G y 1 G d H G d A G i A s i ArA l RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s i GrR G i G s d G y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by i ] iii . It follows that i A s d A s d G y 1 s i G s d H .
 4Therefore by Theorem 1, A is simple, and so A l R s 1 . In particular,
GrR is simple.
Ž .Assume that R is not solvable. Let P g Syl R , where p ) 2 is a primep
< < Ž .divisor of R . Let B be a subgroup of N P minimal such that BR s GG
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .note that N P R s G, by Frattini's Lemma . Since i B s i BrB l RG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .s i GrR G i G by i and iii , we get F B s 1 , by Lemma 3 a . It
 4 Ž . Ž .follows that B l R s 1 , by ii , so B is simple. Then by Lemma 2 b and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 3 b , d BP ) i B q 1 G d G , where P is a minimal B-in-0 0
Ž .variant subgroup of P, a contradiction. So R is solvable. By Lemma 3 b ,
R is elementary of order 2 n, n ) 1.
Ž . Ž . nIf GrR is of prime order p, then p s i G s d G y 1 s 2 y 1, and
Ž .so p is a Mersenne prime; then G s A ? R is a Frobenius group as in b .
Assume that GrR is nonabelian. Then G s A ? R, R is the unique
n  4 Ž .minimal normal subgroup of G of order 2 , n ) 2, A l R s 1 , C RG
Ž .s R, i.e., A is a simple subgroup of GL n, 2 . Since G s A ? R, A is
Ž . < < n Ž .maximal in G so A s H. It follows that d G s R s 2 , and so d A s
nŽ .i G s 2 y 1, completing the proof.
We omit the long, but easy, proof of the following proposition.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 5. a The list of the groups G such that d G s i G q 2
Ž . 2and i G s 2: E ; C ; D ; S .2 4 8 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b The list of the groups G such that d G s i G q 3 and i G F 3:
C ; D ; D ; the Frobenius group C ? C ; S ; E 2.6 10 12 4 5 5 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c The list of the groups G such that d G s i G q 4 and i G F 4:
C = C ; E 3; D = C ; the Frobenius group C ? E 2; A = C ; S = C ;2 4 2 8 2 2 3 4 2 3 3
S = S ; S = C ; S wr C ; S ; the nonabelian group C ? C ; A = C .3 3 4 2 3 2 6 3 7 4 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d The list of the groups G such that d G s i G q 5 and i G F 5:
C ; C ; C = C ; the nonnilpotent semidirect product C ? C ; D ; C ;10 12 6 2 4 3 14 15
D ; S = C , S = E 2; D = C ; D = S ; the direct product of the Frobe-20 3 4 3 2 8 3 8 3
nius group of order 20 and C ; the Frobenius group C ? C ; A = S ;2 6 7 4 3
Ž .S = C ; S = S ; A = C ; S = C ; S ; SL 2, 3 ; C wr A ; the semidirect4 3 4 3 5 2 5 2 7 2 4
Ž Ž ..3product A ? E F AGL 3, 2 ; A = A ; the subgroup of order 168 in4 2 4 4
Ž . 2 4AGL 3, 2 ; A = C ; E ; the Frobenius group C ? E ; A = C ; A = A ,5 3 5 5 2 5 5 5 5
C wr A .2 5
 4 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6. If G ) 1 is a group such that d G - 2i G , then one of
the following assertions holds:
Ž .1 G ( S .3
Ž .2 G is simple.
Ž . Ž . Ž . n3 G ( AGL n, 2 , n s 3, 5, 6, . . . , i G s 2 y 1.
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Ž . Ž .X Ž .X a Ž .6 64 G s G 2 ? E , G 2 acts transiti¤ely on E , i G s 36.2 2 2 2
Ž . n5 G s C ? E is a 2-transiti¤e Frobenius group.p 2
< < Ž .Proof. We will use induction on G . It follows from vii that G is
primitive. In view of Theorem 1, Lemma 4, and Proposition 5, we may
Ž . Ž . Ž .assume that d G y i G ) 1 and i G ) 5. By Theorem 1, G is not
simple. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G, H the stabilizer of a
 4point in G. Then H is maximal in G so G s HR and H s 1 . Let A beG
a subgroup of H minimal such that G s AR; then ArA l R ( GrR. By
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii , A l R F F A , and so by iii and i , i A s i ArA l R s i GrR
Ž .  4 Ž Ž . Ž .G i G . Therefore, A l R s 1 otherwise, by Lemma 3 a , d A G
Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž .2i A G 2i G ) d G , a contradiction . By the choice, d A F d H F
Ž . Ž . Ž .d G y 1 - 2i G y 1 F 2i A y 1 so by the inductive hypothesis, A s S
 4? E, where either E s 1 or else E is a minimal normal elementary
s Žsubgroup of A of order 2 , s ) 1, and S is simple according to the
Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .agreement, i G ) 5 . Obviously, i S s i A G i G .
Ž .a Assume that R is nonsolvable. Let R s F = ??? = F , where1 r
F , . . . , F are isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. It follows that R is1 r
Ž Ž . Ž .not a direct factor of G otherwise, R is simple, i R G i G so, by Lemma
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .2 b , d S = R G 2i G ) d G , a contradiction .
Let r s 1.
Ž .  4 ŽAssume that A is simple. Then C R s 1 see the previous para-G
.graph so A is solvable, by the consequence of the classification of finite
< < Ž . Ž .simple groups; write A s q, where a prime q G i G ) 5. Since d G -
2 < < < < ² :2 q, q does not divide G so q does not divide R . Let A s a . Since
< Ž . < Ž .supp a - 2 q, it follows that a is a q-cycle. Since G is primitive, d G F
Ž w x.q q 2, by the Jordan Theorem see W, Theorem 13.9 . In view of Lemma
Ž .4, we have to consider the case d G s q q 2 only. Let p ) 2 be a prime
< <divisor of R . Then A normalizes some Sylow subgroup P of G. Set
Ž . Ž Ž .L s A ? P. It follows from vi that L is not nilpotent otherwise, d L G q
Ž . .q p ) q q 2 s d G , a contradiction . Let L be a minimal nonnilpotent0
Ž . w xsubgroup of L containing A. By vi again and R , the Sylow p-subgroup
< < < < Ž .of L is elementary abelian. Since L ) 2 q s 2 A , we see that d Lp0 0 0
 < < 4 Ž . Ž .s min pq, L ) 2 q ) 2i G s d G , a contradiction.p
Thus A s S ? E as in the first paragraph of the proof. Since A F HG G
 4 Ž .  4s 1 , E does not centralize R. It follows that C R s 1 so A is aG
subgroup of outer automorphism group of R. In particular, A is solvable,
< <by the classification, so S s q, a prime. As in the previous paragraph, q
< < ² : wdoes not divide R . Let S s a . Then a is a q-cycle. By W, Theorem
x Ž . Ž13.9 and Lemma 4 , we may assume that d G s q q 2 recall that G is
. Ž .primitive . By the argument of the previous paragraph, d S ? R ) q q 2,
which is a contradiction.
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 4Thus r ) 1 and A acts transitively via conjugation on the set F , . . . , F .1 r
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .It follows that 1 - G : N F s r, and so by i , i G F r. To estimateG 1
Ž . Ž .d G , we will use Lemma 2 a . If F F H for some i, then, since G s HR,i
x x  4we get F F F H s F H s H s 1 , a contradiction. There-i x g R x g G G
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . < < < <fore, H l R s 1 . So, by Lemma 2 a , d G s G : H s R : H l R GR
Ž . r Ž . Ž . Ž .i F ) 2 r G 2 ? i G ) d G since i F G 5, a contradiction.1 1
Ž . Ž .b Thus every minimal normal subgroup of G is abelian. Let F G
Ž Ž . .be the Fitting subgroup of G. Then N F G l H s G since H isG
Ž .  4 Ž .maximal in G, so F G l H F H s 1 . It follows that F G s R is theG
Ž . < < < < nonly minimal normal subgroup of G, d G s G : H s R s p and H s
 4 Ž . Ž .A. Assume that E ) 1 recall that A s S ? E . Since F G s R, ER is
Ž .nonnilpotent so p ) 2. In particular, C R s R so n ) 1 since GrR ( AG
is not abelian. Let Z be a subgroup of order p in R; Z is not normal in G
Ž n . Ž .since n ) 1. Since R has exactly t s p y 1 r p y 1 subgroups of order
Ž . < Ž . < Ž . Ž .p, it follows that i G F G : N Z F t. Since p ) 2, we get d G ri G GG
nŽ . Ž n .  4p p y 1 r p y 1 ) 2, a contradiction. Thus, E s 1 . In that case,
G s S ? R, where S s A is simple. The same reasoning yields p s 2. Since
Ž . n Ž . Ž . ny1 ad G s 2 - 2i G , it follows that i G G 2 q 1. Assume that R is
the union of at least two G-classes of involutions. One of these classes, say
ny1 < Ž . < ny1containing u, has size at most 2 y 1. Then G : C u F 2 y 1 -G
ny1 Ž . Ž . a2 q 1 F i G , and so u g Z G , which is not the case. Thus, R is a
a Ž . Ž .G-class, i.e., S acts transitively on R . If S is cyclic, then d G y i G s 1
Ž Ž . < < Ž . .otherwise, d G s 2 S s 2i G , which is not the case . Hence S is
nonabelian simple.
It remains to determine all nonabelian S. I am indebted to A. Zalesski
for the following information. Let G s S ? E n , where S is a nonabelian2
a Ž wnsimple group that acts transitively on E . Then C. Hering; see H; L,2
x. Ž . Ž . ŽAppendix 1 S is one of the following groups SL n, 2 ; Sp n, 2 n ) 2 is
. Ž . Ž .X Ž . Ž . Ž s. Ž . Ž s.even ; A n s 4 ; G 2 n s 6 ; A n s 4 ; Sp k, 2 n s ks ; SL k, 26 2 7
Ž s . Ž . Ž .with n s ks and k, 2 y 1 s 1. Thus, S from 3 and 4 is one of the
above groups.
Ž . Ž . ny1By what has been proved already, i S s i G G 2 q 1. We will use
w xPZ, Sect. 9, Tables VI]VIII; CCNPW to find all relevant S. Note, that S
must contain a subgroup of index 2 n y 1. On the other hand, S has no
proper subgroup of index - 2 ny1 q 1.
Ž . 4y1Since i A s 6 - 9 s 2 q 1, A is not a relevant group. Similarly,6 6
Ž Ž .X. 6y1 Ž w x.S \ A . Since i G 2 s 36 ) 2 q 1 s 33 see CCNPW, p. 14 , S (7 2
Ž .X Ž .X Ž .6G 2 is a relevant group. We get a group G s G 2 ? E from 4 ; here2 2 2
Ž .X a6G 2 acts transitively on E .2 2
Ž Ž .. n Ž Ž .. 4y1Since i SL n, 2 s 2 y 1 if n / 4 and i SL 4, 2 s 8 - 9 s 2 q 1,
Ž .we see that S is isomorphic to one of the groups SL n, 2 , n s 3, 5, 6, 7, . . . ,
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nand S \ SL 4, 2 . Since Aut E ( SL n, 2 , it follows that G ( ASL n, 2 ,2
n s 3, 5, 6, 7, . . . .
Ž . Ž . my 1Ž mLet S s Sp n, 2 , where n s 2m G 4 is even. Then i S s 2 2 y
. ny1 my1 ny11 s 2 y 2 - 2 q 1, so these S are not relevant.
Ž s. sLet S s Sp k, 2 , where n s ks ) k is even. Set q s 2 . Then
Ž Ž .. Ž k . Ž . Ž n . Ž s . ny1i Sp k, q s q y 1 r q y 1 s 2 y 1 r 2 y 1 - 2 y 1, and so
these S are not relevant.
Ž s. Ž s . sLet S ( SL k, 2 with n s ks ) k, k, 2 y 1 s 1. Set q s 2 . Since
Ž . Ž k . Ž . Ž n . Ž s . ny1i S s q y 1 r q y 1 s 2 y 1 r 2 y 1 - 2 q 1 so these S are
not relevant. Thus all S and so all G are described.
Ž . Ž .It follows from Theorem 6 that if d G s i G q 1, then G is one of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .groups in parts 1 , 3 , 5 of Theorem 6.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 7. Let G s F = ??? = F F S , where d F F i F q 11 n d ŽG. j j
Ž . Ž . b Ž .and i F ) 2 for all j. Then supp G s D supp F is a partition. Inj is1 i
Ž . n Ž .particular, d G s Ý d F .is1 i
Proof. Let s be the number of direct factors F that are not simple. Ini
Ž .view of Lemma 2 b , one may assume that s ) 0. We are working by
induction on s. Suppose that F , . . . , F are not simple, n ) 1. Then, by1 s
Theorem 6, F s S ? E , where S is simple and E ( E n j is a minimalj j j j j 2
normal subgroup of F , j F s.j
Ž . n Ž .Let us prove that d G s Ý d F . Assume that this is false. Then, byis1 i
Theorem 6 and the inductive hypothesis,
n n
d S = F = ??? = F s y1 q d F , d F = ??? = F s d F ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 2 n j 2 n j
js1 js2
ŽU . Ž . n Ž . < Ž . < Ž . n1and so, by , d G s y1 q Ý d F and supp S s i S s 2 y 1,js1 j 1 1
< Ž . < Ž . n j < Ž . <supp F s d F s 2 , j s 2, . . . , s. Since, by assumption, supp F )j j 1
Ž . < Ž . <d F s 1 q supp S , we may assume that there exists an involution1 1
Ž . Ž .t g E such that supp t l supp F = ??? = F is not empty. Take a point1 2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x g supp t y supp S contained, say, in supp F . Assume t x s y g1 2
Ž . y1 y1 Ž .supp S . For every u g F , one has utu s t. However, utu : u x “1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žu y s y since supp S l supp F is empty, and so, if u x / x such an1 2
Ž .. y1 Žu exists since F is transitive on supp F then utu / t indeed, since2 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž y1 .Ž Ž ...u x / x, we have t u x / t x s y s utu u x , a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž .This means that t s t ¤ s ¤t , where supp t : supp S and supp ¤ l1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .supp S is empty. Since t is involution, permutable t , ¤ are also1 1
involutions. If w g S , then wtwy1 s wt wy1 ? ¤ , and since S is transitive1 1 1
on Ea, it follows that Ea consists of elements of the form t ¤ , where1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .supp t : supp S and supp ¤ l supp S is empty with constant ¤ / 1.1 1 1
Since n ) 1, there exists two distinct t ¤ , t ¤ g Ea. Then t ¤ ? t ¤ s t ¤¤t1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
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Ž .s t t f E see the previous sentence , which is a contradiction since E1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .is a group. This reasoning also shows that supp F l supp F = ??? = F1 2 n
s B, completing the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 8. Let G be a group such that d G s 2i G and i G ) 5.
Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G, H the stabilizer of a point in G.
Ž .1 If G is intransiti¤e, then G s S = S , where S , S are simple and1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i S s i G s i S .1 2
Next we assume that G is transiti¤e.
Ž . Ž .2 If HR - G, then Sc G , the socle of G, is an elementary 2-sub-
< Ž . < Ž .group, G : HSc G s i G .
Ž .  43 If G s HR, then R is an elementary 2-subgroup, H l R s 1 ,
Ž . a < a <C R s R, R is a G-class, and either H is of prime order p / R or elseG
H is a nonabelian simple group.
Proof. By agreement, G F S .d ŽG.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Suppose that G is intransitive. Then by v , d G s 2i G s
< < < < Ž .  4 Ž .  4G : H q G : H , where H l H s 1 , S s H ) 1 , and1 2 1 2 G j j G
< < Ž .G : H s i G , j s 1, 2. By Theorem 1, GrS is simple, j s 1, 2. There-j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .fore, G s S = S and S , S are simple. By Lemma 2 b , i S s i S s1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .i G .
< < Ž .Next we will assume that G is transitive. Then G : H s 2i G is even,
 4H s 1 .G
Ž . < < Ž . < < <2a Let HR - G. Then G : HR s i G so 2 s HR : H s R : H
< Xl R . It follows that R - R so R is an elementary 2-group.
Ž .3a Let G s HR. Then R is transitive. Suppose that R is abelian;
Ž .  4then N H l R G HR s G so H l R F H s 1 . This means that R isG G
Ž . < < Ž .regular, 2i G s R , and so R is an elementary 2-group. Then C R s RG
Ž . Ž . Ž . ny1so F G s R. Obviously, H is maximal in G. Since i H s i G s 2 ,
n < < a Ž < Ž . <where 2 s R , it follows that R is a G-class consider G : C z for allG
a.z g R .
Suppose that R is nonabelian. Then R s F = ??? = F , where F , . . . , F1 r 1 r
are isomorphic nonabelian simple groups.
< Ž . < Ž . ŽAssume that r ) 1. Then 1 - G : N F F r so i G F r. Since H lG 1
.  4 Ž .R s 1 , it follows from Lemma 2 a thatR
r
< < < <2 r G 2i G s d G s G : H s R : H l R G i F ) 2 rŽ . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .see the proof of Theorem 6 , a contradiction.
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Thus, r s 1, i.e., R is nonabelian simple. Let A be a subgroup of H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .minimal such that AR s G. Then i A G i G by i and iii , hence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d A F d G y 1 s 2i G y 1 F 2i A y 1, and so A is one of the groups
Ž .  4  4 Ž .of Theorem 6. In particular, F A s 1 , and so A l R s 1 , by ii . We
 4have A s S ? E, where S is simple and either E s 1 or else E is a
minimal normal 2-subgroup of A, by Theorem 6. Assume that RE s R =
 4 Ž .E; then E F H s 1 and A s S is simple. It follows from Lemma 2 bG
Ž .  4 < < athat C R s 1 so A s q, a prime, by the classification. Let a g A .G
< Ž . < < Ž . < < <Then a is a q-cycle since supp a F supp A - 2 q. We have G : H s
Ž . < < Ž .d G F 2 q and A - H. Let M - G be such that G : M s i G . Then
< < < <G : M F q. If G : M - q, then A F M , and we have G s A = R,G
 4 < < Ž .A F H s 1 , a contradiction. Thus, G : M s q, and we see that i G s q.G
 4 Ž .Since M ) 1 , by v , it follows that then M s R. This means that H isG
Ž .maximal in G it is essential that R is simple , i.e., G is primitive. By
Ž w x.Jordan's Theorem see W, Theorem 13.9 , G is the symmetric or alternat-
ing group of degree 2 q, which is not the case.
 4 Ž .  4Thus, E ) 1 does not centralize R so C R s 1 since R is non-G
< <abelian. By the classification theorem, A is solvable so S s q is a prime.
< < Ž .We have G : H s d G F 2 q and A F H. As in the previous paragraph,
Ž .i G s q and H is maximal in G. This means that G is primitive of degree
a < Ž . < Ž .2 q. If s g S , then s is a q-cycle since supp A - d G s 2 q. As in the
previous paragraph, we obtain a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2b Let HR - G. It follows from 2a and 3a that the minimal
Ž .normal subgroups of G are 2-subgroups. Therefore, Sc G is a 2-subgroup.
Ž . Ž .  4Assume that H Sc G s G. It follows from H l Sc G F H s 1 thatG
Ž .Sc G s R is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, contrary to
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .HR - G. This H Sc G s HR - G. Therefore, G : H Sc G s i G , com-
Ž .pleting the proof of 2 .
Ž . Ž3b Let G s H ? R, where R is an elementary 2-subgroup this is
.true for any minimal normal subgroup R of G . Then R is the unique
Ž .minimal normal subgroup of G. It follows that C R s R. We haveG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4d H F d G y 1 s 2i G y 1 F 2i H y 1 so, since O H s 1 , H is2
< a <simple, by Theorem 6. If H is solvable, its order is p / R since
Ž . Ž . ad G s 2i G . If H is nonabelian simple, it acts on R transitively since
1 aŽ . Ž . < <i H s i G s R and so R is not a union of at least two G-classes.2
Ž .This completes the proof of 3 .
Arguing as in the end of the proof of Theorem 6, we shall prove that
Ž . Ž .ASL 4, 2 is the unique nonsolvable group of Proposition 8 c .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 9. Let G be a sol¤able group with d G s 2i G q 1. Then
one of the following assertions holds:
Ž .a G s C = C .2 3
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Ž . Ž .b Either G ( D or else G s C = C ? E with p q 1 a power12 p p pq1
of 2; the second factor is a Frobenius group.
1 nŽ . Ž .nc G s C ? E is a Frobenius group, p s 3 y 1 , n is an oddp 3 2
prime.
Ž .d G is a Frobenius group of order 20.
Ž .e G s C ? C is a Frobenius group, 2 p q 1 is a prime.p 2 pq1
Ž .Proof. Since G is solvable, i G s p is a prime, by Theorem 1. There-
Ž .fore, d G s 2 p q 1.
Ž . Ž . < < < <Suppose that G is intransitive. Then by v , d G s G : H q G : H ,1 2
Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž . < < Ž .where H l H s 1 , T s H ) 1 i s 1, 2 , G : H s i G s p,1 2 G i i G 1
< < Ž .G : H s i G q 1 s p q 1. By Theorem 1, GrT ( C so T s H . By2 1 p 1 1
Lemma 4, either GrT is cyclic of prime order p q 1 or else GrT ( C ?2 2 p
E , where E is a minimal normal subgroup in GrT . If GrT (pq1 pq1 2 2
 4C , then p s 2 and T s H . In any case, T , T ) 1 . Since T l T spq1 2 2 1 2 1 2
 4 < < Ž . Ž .1 and GrT s p, we get G s T = T , i.e., groups from a or b . In1 1 2
what follows, we assume that G is transitive.
Ž .Let H be a stabilizer of a point in G. Then H is maximal in G, by vii ,
n < < Ž .so q s G : H s d G s 2 p q 1, where q is a prime. If p s 2, then
Ž .  Ž .4d G s 5 and G g D , AGL 1, 5 . In what follows we assume that10
Ž .p ) 2. If n s 1 then 2 p q 1 s d G s q and we obtain the group from
1 ny1Ž . Ž .Ž .e . Assume that n ) 1. In that case, p s q y 1 1 q q q ??? qq ,2
1 nŽ .and so q s 3, p s 3 y 1 , n is an odd prime. Let R be a minimal2
 4 < < nnormal subgroup of G. Then R l H s 1 , G s H ? R, R s 3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose that d H s d G y 1 s 2 p. If H is intransitive on supp H ,
Ž2then H s E , by Proposition 8. Since H is a TI-subgroup indeed, H isp
 4.maximal in G, H is abelian and H s 1 , G is a Frobenius group withG
complement H; then H is cyclic, a contradiction. Hence, H is transitive.
w xThen G is 2-transitive, and so, by HuB, Theorem 12.7.3 , G is isomorphic
Ž n. Ž n.to a subgroup of G 3 , where, for F s GF 3 ,
n < a UG 3 s f : F “ F f x s ax q b , a g F , b g F, a g Aut F . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < Ž n .In that case, H divides n 3 y 1 s 2np, n is an odd prime. Since
Ž . Ž . < < Ž .i H s i G ) 2, we get H s np, and since d H s 2 p, we have H (
1 pŽ .2E , n s p. However, then p / 3 y 1 , a contradiction.p 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus d H - d G y 1 s 2 p so H is primitive on supp H since
Ž . Ž . Ž .i H s i G s p. By Theorem 6 recall that p ) 2 , H s C ? E, wherep
 4 Žeither E s 1 or else E is a minimal normal 2-subgroup of H in the
.  4second case, H is a Frobenius group . If E s 1 , then H s C andp
Ž .G s C ? R, where R ( E obviously, G is a Frobenius group , i.e., Gp 2 pq1
Ž . Ž .  4 w xs nis a group of c or e . Let E ) 1 . Then G s C ? E ? E . We havep 2 3
Ž . sd H s 2 s p q 1, by Theorem 6. Then a, an element of order p in H, is
w xa p-cycle, contrary to W, Theorem 13.9 .
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To prove Theorem 10, we will use the following easy but important fact.
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <viii The number D G s d G r G is called the normalized degree
Ž . Ž . k Ž < <.of G. In the notation of v , D G s Ý 1r H and this sum is as smallis1 i
Ž Ž .  4. Ž .as possible recall that H l ??? l H s 1 . The function D ) is1 k G
Ž . s Ž < <. Žmonotone. Indeed, let F - G and D F s Ý 1r F , where F l ??? lis1 i 1
.  4 Ž .  4 Ž . s Ž < <.F s 1 . Then F l ??? l F s 1 , and so D F s Ý 1r F Gs F 1 s G is1 i
Ž . Ž .D G by the minimality of D G .
2 3 Ž . 3THEOREM 10. Let p be a prime. Write D s 1rp q 1rp s p q 1 rp .p
Ž . < < 6If G is a p-group such that D G ) D and G ) p , then one of thep
following assertion holds:
Ž .1 G has a cyclic subgroup of index p.
Ž . Ž . Ž . 3n2 p ) 2, G s V G C , where V G is nonabelian of order p and1 p 1
exponent p, n ) 1.
Ž .3 p s 2, e¤ery abelian subgroup of G has a cyclic subgroup of index
Ž .2. Besides, G has a subgroup Z of order 2 such that C Z rZ is cyclic orG
generalized quaternion.
Ž .n 2 3 2 2 2 2Proof. The groups C = C n ) 2 , C = E , C = C = C , Cp p p p p p p p
Ž . Ž3 4 5= E , E p ) 2 , E do not satisfy assumption see the first paragraphp p 2
.of this note . Therefore, it is easy to check that if G is abelian and
Ž .  4n n 3 2 2 2 2 4D G ) D , then G g C , C = C , E , C = C , C = E , E , byp p p p p p p p p 2
Ž .viii . Therefore, every abelian subgroup of G is isomorphic to one of
those groups. In what follows, we assume that G is nonabelian.
Ž . 2  4 Ž Ž .a If L - G is of order p , then L ) 1 otherwise, D G FG
< < 2 .1r L s 1rp - D .p
Ž . 4b Assume that E ( A - G. If X, Y are two nonincident sub-2
groups of A of orders 4, 8, respectively, then X l Y is normal in G since
< < < < Ž .1r X q 1r Y s 3r8 s D . It follows that A F Z G . If BrA is a sub-2
group of order 2 in G, then B is E 5 or C = E 3, contrary to the result of2 4 2
the first paragraph of the proof. Hence G has no subgroup isomorphic
to E 4.2
Ž . 3c Suppose that E ( A - G. We claim that if B / A is a sub-p
3 < < 2 Ž . 2group of G of order p , then A l B G p ; besides exp G F p and all
subgroups of G of order p3 are abelian. Indeed, if A - A is of order p21
 4 < < < <and A l B s 1 , then 1r B q 1r A s D , a contradiction. Hence1 1 p
< < 2 Ž . 2A l B G p so B is noncyclic and exp G F p . Assume that G has a
3 < < 2nonabelian subgroup D of order p . Then, by the above, D l A s p . In
2 Ž .  4that case, A has a subgroup T of order p such that T l Z D s 1 so
< < < <1r D q 1r T s D , a contradiction. It follows that all subgroups of G ofp
order p3 are abelian.
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Ž . 2 2d Assume that C = E ( A - G. Then all subgroups of orderp p
3 Ž . 2 Ž .p in G are abelian and exp G s p , by c . Let B be a subgroup of A of
Ž 2 .type p , p , Z a direct factor of B of order p, and L a direct noncyclic
2 < <factor of A of order p such that Z - L. Then B l L s Z and 1r B q
< < Ž . Ž .1r L s D so Z is normal in G. By a , F A is normal in G. It followsp
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .that V A F Z G moreover, V A s Z G , by the first paragraph of1 1
. Ž . Ž . Ž .the proof so V A s V G , by b . Let K be a subgroup of G of order1 1
2 Ž . Žp , K g A. By the above, A l K s F A otherwise, A has a subgroup A1
Ž 2 .  4 Ž . < < < <of type p , p such that A l K s 1 ; then D G F 1r K q 1r A s1 1
. Ž Ž ..D , which is not the case . It follows that exp GrF A s p. By the firstp
Ž .paragraph of the proof, C A s A. Let D be a nonabelian subgroup ofG
2 Ž .order p in G. Then D is minimal nonabelian, by c . It follows that
< Ž . < 2 w x Ž Ž . Ž ..V D s p so D is metacyclic, by Bla recall that V G F Z G .1 1
Ž . Ž . 2Since DF A rF A is of exponent p , we obtain a contradiction. Thus,
4 < <all subgroups of G of order p are abelian. Let A - H - G, H : A s p.
< X < Ž .Then H is minimal nonabelian and so H s p. Since HrF A is of
Ž .exponent p, it is not minimal nonabelian. Thus, HrF A is elementary of
order p4, a contradiction since minimal nonabelian groups are generated
Ž 2 .by two elements. Thus G has no abelian subgroup of type p , p, p .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3e Let E ( A - G. Then it follows from b ] d that C A s Ap G
Ž . 2 Ž . < Ž . < 2 Ž Ž ..and exp G F p . By a , Z G s p . We claim that exp GrZ G s p.
p Ž . Ž . 2Assume that G has an element x such that x f Z G . Then o x s p
² Ž .: Ž 2 . Ž .and x, Z G is abelian of type p , p, p , contrary to d . Thus,
Ž Ž ..exp GrZ G s p.
Let p s 2. Then A is normal in G, by what has been proved in the
Ž .Ž Ž ..previous paragraph. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut A ( GL 3, 2 is
< < Ž .isomorphic to D , it follows that GrA F 4 since exp GrA s 2, i.e.,8
< < 5G F 2 , which is not the case.
w xLet p ) 2. Then by B1, Theorem 6 , we may assume that A is normal
Ž . < < 6in G. It follows from C A s A that G F p . Therefore, G has noG
Ž .subgroups of type p, p, p .
Ž . Ž 2 2 .f Suppose that A is a subgroup of G of type p , p . By the first
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .paragraph of the proof, C A s A. By a , V A F Z G and by, e ,G 1
Ž . Ž . 3V G s V A . As above, every subgroup L of G of order p is abelian1 1
Ž . Ž . Žsince it contains V G F Z G if not, L ( Q and A has a cyclic1 8
2  4 < < < <subgroup Z of order p with L l Z s 1 ; then 1r L q 1r Z s D , ap
. Ž . 2contradiction . Similarly, we can prove that exp G s p and
Ž Ž ..exp GrV A s p.1
w xAssume that p ) 2. Then by Bla , G is metacyclic, and so G s A since
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .exp G s p , which is not the case. Thus p s 2. Then V A s F G . Let1
C be a subgroup of A of order 2. As in the previous paragraph, every
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Ž .subgroup of G of order 8 contains F G . Setting G s GrC, we see that
every subgroup of G of order 4 contains V A . Therefore, since theŽ .1
6Ž < <minimal number of generators of G is at least 5 since G ) 2 and
< Ž . < 2 . X Ž . Ž .F G s 2 , it is not abelian, i.e., G s F G s V G . Let H be a1
5 < < < Ž . < < X < wsubgroup of order 2 in G containing A. Then H s 2 Z H ? H , by I,
x X XLemma 1.12 . As above, HrC is not abelian, and so H s G . In that case,
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .H is special, Z H s 4. It follows that Z G s 4 since Z G - A so G is
also special. Let B be a subgroup of order 8 in A; by the above, B is
Ž . < Ž . <normal in G. Since Aut B ( D , it follows that G : C B F 4. By the8 G
Ž . Žabove, C B rB has no subgroup of order 4 containing ArB otherwise,G
.the inverse image of that subgroup is not special with center of order 4 .
Ž . < < 6 Ž .Therefore, C B s A, and so G F 2 since GrB is elementary , con-G
Ž 2 2 .trary to the assumption. Thus, G has no subgroups of type p , p .
Ž .h It remains to consider the case when every noncyclic abelian
Ž n .subgroup of G is of type p , p . Recall that G has no cyclic subgroup of
index p, by assumption.
Ž .Let p s 2. Then G has a normal subgroup R of type 2, 2 . Let A be a
maximal normal abelian subgroup of G containing R. It follows that A is
Ž n . < < 6of type 2 , 2 , where 2 - n since G ) 2 . Let Z be a direct factor of A
Ž . < <of order 2 and C s C Z . Clearly, G : C F 2. Assume that BrZ is aG
Ž .subgroup of CrZ of order 2 such that B / V A . If U is a cyclic1
 x < < 2 < < 2subgroup of index 2 in A, then B l U s 1 , U ) 2 , B s 2 , and so
Ž . < < < <D G F 1r U q 1r B F D , a contradiction. Hence, CrZ has only one2
cyclic subgroup of order 2 so it is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
w x Ž .If p ) 2, then one of the following assertions holds Bla : i G is
Ž . Ž . Ž . 3nmetacyclic; ii G s V G C , where V G is nonabelian of order p ; or1 p 1
Ž . Ž .iii G is a 3-group of maximal class. In the third case, by a , we get
< < 4 Ž . Ž . < <G F 3 , which is not the case. In the second case, by iv , d G s G : K
Ž .  4for some K - G. Since K l Z G s 1 , it follows that K is of order p,
Ž . Ž .and we get D G s 1rp so G is a group of part 2 of the theorem. Let G
be metacyclic. Let A be a noncyclic maximal normal abelian subgroup of
< < 6nG. Then A s Z = Z , where Z ( C and Z ( C . Since G ) p , we1 2 1 p 2 p
Ž . 4get n ) 2. Write B s V G . Then B, a subgroup of order p , has no2
cyclic subgroup of index p, by assumption. In that case, B has a cyclic
2  4 Ž . < <subgroup U of order p such that U l Z s 1 . Then D G F 1r U q1
< <1r Z F D , a contradiction.1 p
w x Ž .Using HS , it is possible to classify all 2-groups from part 2 of
Theorem 10.
Ž w x.Remark 2 see I2 . Let P be an odd prime. Suppose that all sub-
groups of order p in GX are normal in G. We will prove that G is
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X Ž .p-nilpotent. Let Z be a subgroup of order p in G . Since GrC Z isG
Ž . X Ž .isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut Z ( C , we get G F C Z , and sopy1 G
Ž X.Z F Z G . Assume that G contains a minimal nonnilpotent subgroup K
 4with normal Sylow p-subgroup P ) 1 . Since P is of exponent p and
X Ž w Ž .x.coincides with K see Hu, Satz 4.5.3 3 , it follows that K is nilpotent, a
contradiction. Thus every minimal nonnilpotent subgroup of G is p-nilpo-
tent, and our claim follows by the Frobenius' Normal p-Complement
Theorem.
1Ž Ž ..Note that D SL 2, 5 s . We will prove, using Remark 2, that if5
1Ž .D G ) then G is solvable. By assumption, every subgroup of order p,5
< <where p ) 3 is a prime divisor of G , is normal in G. By Remark 2, G is
 4p-nilpotent, and our claim follows by Burnside's p, q -Theorem.
< < Ž .PROPOSITION 11. Let p ) 2 be the least prime di¤isor of G . If D G )
1rp2, then G is p-nilpotent. Moreo¤er, G has the ordered Sylow tower of the
same type as supersol¤ale groups ha¤e.
Ž .Proof. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then by viii and
Frobenius' Normal p-Complement Theorem, all proper subgroups of G
are p-nilpotent so G s Q ? P is a minimal nonnilpotent group, GX s P g
Ž . Ž . < < 2 < <Syl G , Q g Syl G , q ) p is a prime. Since P ) p , we have 1r Q qp q
< < 2 < <1r P ) 1rp so Q s q. By assumption, G has no subgroup R of order
2  4 Ž . < < bqaG p such that R s 1 . Let b be the order of p mod q , P s p . ItG
Ž . w Ž .xfollows that b ) 2. Note that exp P s p by Hu, Satz 4.5.3 3 . If P is
abelian, it is a minimal normal subgroup of G, and so any subgroup R of
2  4P of order p satisfies R s 1 , a contradiction. Thus P is not abelian;G
then b G 4 is even and a ) 0. If a s 1, P is extraspecial and it has a
2  4subgroup R of order p such that R s 1 , which is not the case. AssumeG
Ž . < < 3 3that a s 2. Let Z P - A - P, where A s p ; then A ( E . Since A isp
normal in P, PrA is elementary of order pby1 G p3 and a Sylow p-sub-
Ž . 3 Ž .group of Aut A is nonabelian of order p , we get C A ) A. LetP
Ž . < < 4 4A - B - C A , where B s p ; then B ( E . If R is a direct comple-P p
Ž . < < 2  4ment to Z P in B, then R s p and R s 1 , a contradiction. ItG
remains to consider the case a ) 2. Let T be a minimal nonabelian
< < 3 Ž .  4 Žsubgroup in P; then T s p since exp P s p and T ) 1 otherwise,G
Ž . < < 2 . < Ž . <D G F 1r T - 1rp . It follows that T l Z P s p. Let R be a direct
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4complement to T l Z P in Z P . We have T l QR s 1 . SinceG
< < < < 2 Ž . 31r T q 1r QR y 1rp F p q q y pq rp q - 0, we get a contradiction.
Thus, G is p-nilpotent. Let H be the normal p-complement of G and q
< < Ž . Ž . Ž . 2be the least prime divisor of H . Then by viii , D H G D G ) 1rp )
1rq2, q ) 2, and so, by induction, H has the Sylow tower of the same type
as supersolvable groups have, completing the proof.
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1Ž .PROPOSITION 12. Let p s 2 and D G ) . If G is not 2-nilpotent, then4
one of the following assertions holds:
Ž . a 2a G is a minimal nonnilpotent group of order 3 ? 2 with cyclic
subgroup of order 3a.
Ž . < < ab G s 3 ? 2 .
< <Proof. By assumption, 4 divides G .
Ž . < < Ž .i Suppose that 8 does not divide G . Then P g Syl G is of type2
1Ž .  4 Ž Ž . . Ž2, 2 . Since P ) 1 otherwise, D G F , P is normal in G otherwise,G 4
.  4GrP is 2-nilpotent so G is , whence G s R ? P, where R l P s 1 andG
1 Ž . < <R is not normal in G. If R is of prime order, then - D G F 1r R so4
< < < <R s 3 and G ( A . Now let R be a composite number. Let H be a4
< < a 2minimal nonnilpotent subgroup of G of even order. Then H s 3 ? 2 .
By assumption, all subgroups of prime order q ) 3 are normal in G. It
Ž . Žfollows that G is solvable see Remark 2 . Our proof is independent of
.the Odd Order Theorem .
 4XLet F be a 2, 3 -Hall subgroup of G.
1 4 < < < < < <Assume that F ) 1 ; then F G 5. We have 1r F q 1r H ) . If4
1 1Ž . < <a ) 1, then D G F q 1r36 - , a contradiction. Thus a s 1, H s 12.5 4
X Ž .  4 Ž . < <If R is a 2 -Hall subgroup of G, then R l H s 1 and D G F 1r HG
1< <  4q 1r R F 1r12 q 1r15 - , a contradiction. Thus, F s 1 , i.e., G is a4
 42, 3 -group. Assume that H - G.
1Ž . < < < < Ž .  4Let Q g Syl G . By assumption 1r H q 1r Q - so H l Q ) 13 G4
< <and H ) 3. Assume that Q has two nonincident subgroups A and B of3
1Ž . < < < <orders 3 and 9, respectively. Then D G F 1r PA q 1r B s 7r36 - , a4
Ž .contradiction. It follows that Q has no subgroup of type 3, 3, 3 and
w xnoncyclic subgroup of order 27 with cyclic subgroup of index 3. By Bla , a
3-Sylow subgroup Q of G is cyclic or elementary of order 9. In the second
1Ž . Ž .case, G ( C = A ; then D G s 3 q 4 r36 - , a contradiction. In the3 4 4
first case, G is a minimal nonnilpotent group.
Ž . < <  4ii Suppose that 8 divides G . By Remark 2 and Burnside's p, q -
theorem, G is solvable. Let R be a 2X-Hall subgroup of G. Since, by
1< < < < < < < <assumption, 1r P q 1r R ) , it follows that R - 8; by the choice, R is4
< <odd. Then R s p ) 2, a prime. Note that R is not normal in G, by
1 Ž . < <assumption. Since - D G F 1r R s 1rp, we get p s 3, completing the4
proof.
3. OPEN QUESTIONS
In this section we list some related problems. As a rule, most of them
are fairly difficult.
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< <1. Let p be the least prime divisor of G . Classify the groups G
Ž . Ž . 3such that D G G p q 1 rp . Study the normal structure of the nonnilpo-
Ž . 2tent groups G such that D G s 1rp .
2. Find the degree and transitive degree of a minimal nonnilpotent
group.
Ž w x.In spite of the minimal nonnilpotent groups are classified see R ,
Question 2 is not trivial. Propositions 11 and 12 show the importance of
this question.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3. Does there exist a group A with d A = G s d A q d G for
Žall nonidentity groups G? Consider the same question with obvious
.changes for d .t
Ž . Ž .4. Let G s A) B be a central product. Estimate d G and d G int
terms of A, B, and A l B.
5. Find the degree of a p-group G of maximal class and order
pq1 Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .) p . It follows from i that d G s d G .t
6. Let G be the representation group of a nonabelian simple group
Ž . Ž . Ž .S it is known that G is uniquely determined by S . Find d G and d G .t
Consider the same question for S that is the direct product of isomorphic
nonabelian simple groups.
Ž Ž ..7. Find d Aut S , where S is nonabelian simple. Consider the
same question for S that is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian
simple groups.
 4  48. Let G s A = B F S , A ) 1 , B ) 1 . Find the structure ofd ŽG.
Ž .A and B if G is transitive. I think that there are a few such pairs A, B.
Ž . Ž .9. A group A is said to be small if d A = G s d G for some
 4G ) 1 . Is it true that all small groups are solvable? Construct a group
that is not small. Are all abelian groups small?
We will prove that cyclic p-groups are small. Let Z ( C n and let q ) 2p
Ž . Žbe a prime such that q y 1 is the order of p mod q i.e., q is a
² :. Ž n .Zsigmondy prime for p, q y 1 . Let W s W p , q s Z wr C be theq
standard wreath product and B its base subgroup. Then B is homocyclic
nq n Ž . n Žof order p and exponent p . Hence d B s p q see the second para-
. Ž Ž n .. ngraph of the paper , and so d W p , q s p q. The diagonal subgroup D
Ž n .of B coincides with the center of W p , q and is a direct factor of B;
wobviously, D ( Z. Therefore, by the Gaschutz Splitting Theorem Hu, SatzÈ
Ž .x Ž n . Ž n . Ž3.17.4 a , W p , q s D = G p , q . It is easy to see that V B l1
Ž n .. Ž n .G p , q is the only minimal normal subgroup of G s G p , q . It follows
Ž . Ž . n Ž .from iv , that d G s p q s d W , i.e., Z ( D is small. Considering the
Ž n .direct products of groups W p , q of pairwise coprime orders, we see that
Ž Ž ..every cyclic group is small see vi .
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Ž . Ž .10. Let d G = C s d G q p, where p is a prime. Is it true thatp
Ž . Ž . nnd G = C s d G q p for all n g N? More generally, prove that ifp
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n nd G = E s d G q d E then d G = A s d G s d A for everyp p
 4 Žabelian p-group A ) 1 of rank n. Consider the same questions with
.obvious changes for d .t
11. For a simple group S, describe all subgroups H of S such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .d H s d S or d H s d S . Note that if S s PSL 2, 13 then d S st
Ž .14 and S has no proper subgroup H with d H s 14.
Ž . Ž . Ž .12. Let M be a set of groups and d A = B s d A q d B for any
Ž . Ž . Ž .A, B g M. Is it true that d B = ??? B s d B q ??? qd B for B g1 n 1 n i
Ž .M , n ) 2? Consider the same question with obvious changes for d .t
Ž . Ž .13. Find the nonabelian simple groups S such that d A s d S for
Ž .some abelian nilpotent A - S.
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